ETHIRON

White Paper
Be A Cryptoian And Get A Bright Future

We are creating a fair, simple and transparent financial system
for the world of crypto-currencies to access the most popular
assets.
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An Overview Of Ethereum
After Bitcoin, Ethereum is the second most popular cryptocurrency globally. It is
a decentralized blockchain network for recording and verifying transactions. It is
executed through smart contracts and is cultivated alongside local virtual currency
(ETH). Ethereum code is used to standardize digital values based on programming
activities and conditions.
Ethereum holds value in ETH for three main purposes. It provides network
operation and transaction settlement by allowing users to send or receive funds
in the form of ETH.
Before taking oﬃce, the Ethereum platform aimed to surpass Bitcoin as the main
function of the p2p platform. This is a platform that facilitates the implementation
of complex structures or smart contracts.
Its community is known as the world’s largest digital currency operator. The
progress of the platform is based on the collaborative efforts of its global
developer community. Currently, Ethereum is in the next stage of development
called Ethereum 2.0. In addition, the work will be carried out in multiple stages, or
the development is expected to be completed after 2022.
In short, Ethereum is a digital technology that allows users to send cryptocurrency
to anyone for a small fee. It lets users make digital payments without any banks.
Ethereum engineer for multiple programming and, it is also used for lots of digital
assets.
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History
Brief History Of Ethereum
In this white paper, we will introduce in-depth the main components
related to the history of the Ethereum event that led to the launch of the
network, the 2016 DAO hacking event, or the five different stages of the
evolution of the value of Ethereum.

Before network starting in 2013 or
30 July 2015
First, Ethereum is regarded as a proof of concept. Vitalik Buterin has
developed a vision that virtual currency and its built-in blockchain can
provide more services than standard p2p wire transfers. It is his intention
to create an excellent virtual ecosystem. This is used to present a platform
based on blockchain or smart contract programming. Both will receive
dignity through a native virtual currency called ETH.
After building programming abilities into Ethereum protocol, developers
will be able to design new sets of decentralized applications. These
applications are hosted on a public blockchain with an automated
payment system.
Application-based on Ethereum can automate the transfer of data.
Under dynamic conditions, it allows customized business models for a
new economy set-up.
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The controversial
DAO hack
Internet of things company launches The DAO on ethereum. The
term DAO is positioned as a decentralized company. It provides
voting rights for all members and is proportional to the investment
in financing projects or the final vote. If any project is valuable,
members will be rewarded according to the terms of participation
and smart contracts in the DAO Charter of Rights.
But this has not been as successful as the previous plan. An
unknown hacker set an error on this smart contract. As a result,
investors are eager to liquidate their holdings and liquidation. This
led to controversy about how to resolve the situation and restore
the stolen funds. Just in case, the original Ethereum protocol was
recreated as the Ethereum
classic protocol.
Now, the Ethereum or Ethereum classic networks are beginning
to safely operate. It is similar to real-world applications in terms
of capabilities and functions, and changes in the basic layer have
produced major differences in development and technical work.
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Five Phases of Ethereum
Phase 1- Frontier
Starting of a network and allowing users to trade ETH.

Phase 2- Homestead
Many parameter costs and gas prices Update.

Phase 3- Increase security- 16, October 2017
Enhanced security and privacy by adding advanced security features.

Phase 3.5- Constantinople
Improvisations in explored scalability and smart contracts by using all
the channels

Phase 4- Serenity or growth after 2022
Channels are merged in many stages for the Expansion network, and the
programming improvements of intelligent contracts are merged.
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About Ethiron
Ethiron’s native token provides an advanced ecosystem.
It will be based on the Ethereum blockchain. As a holder
of Ethiron tokens, you will benefit from the rewards for
future transactions. The complete supply of tokens is 50
million.
Ethiron’s motivation is to create different protocols
for decentralized applications or to provide different
sets of operations suitable for a class of decentralized
applications. Ethiron does this by providing a basic
overview of the base layer or embedding a programming
language that allows everyone to perform smart contracts
and state transition operations.
It is also known as the currency version of the name
written in two lines of code. If the conditions are met or
not met, some encrypted things contain or unlock value.
It builds on the platform because it increases the power
of value consciousness, Turing integrity, or status.
The many advantages of Ethiron token holders include
but are not specific to.
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About Ethiron
• Ethiron trading
Users in all countries would be able to trade. We provide 24/7
support for trading and smooth transactions.

• Token airdrop
This applies to situations where other companies have agreed
to provide Ethiron tokens in exchange for their listing. We will
inform you about the airdrop based on the actual price you
have.

• Listing amount

The total supply of Ethiron token is 5 Crore. You can also use
these tokens to pay the same amount.

• Opinions
As an evolving platform, we provide token holders the right
to vote and express opinions on the list.

• Ethiron burning value
Every time, according to the transaction volume of our crypto
platform, all the rewards token will burn when ethiron get
listed on ICO.
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History And Launch
(Switzerland) Of ETHIRON
Since it’s inaugural in 2019, Ethiron has been a reputed name
in the crypto industry now. We deal in a hard time to grow
our company and reach very close to our goals. We are very
ambitious in our dreams of releasing a crypto token named
Ethiron. Now, we are just a step away from launching Ethiron.
After the launch of Ethiron, we expected to be the best cryptotoken in the cryptocurrency market. We launch a ravishing
coin that will deliver outstanding results.

What Will Be The Ethiron
Project?
The ETHIRON protocol was developed as an advanced version
of the cryptocurrency. It comes with many advanced features,
including financial contracts, blockchain custody, withdrawal
restrictions, etc. The ETHIRON ecosystem will directly support
some applications. However, a complete programming
language is created for any type of transaction or application.
In short, ETHIRON is an excellent trading token to invest in
the digital world. The ETHIRON project is implemented by
the Ethereum protocol. It provides the unique potential for
operation with a one-handed control panel. It is not a closed
token or it has multiple applications in finance or data storage.
We recognize that it is a reliable token for investors in the
coming years.
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What Is Erc-20 And
What Does It Mean For
Ethiron?
Ethiron is a popular blockchain and cryptocurrency system based
on the use of tokens. It can be traded, sold, or bought. In the
Ethereum setup, the tokens apply to different ranges of digital
assets. However, ERC20 is one of the most popular Ethereum
tokens. Ethiron is also an Ethereum-based token. These tokens
are digital assets based on the blockchain and can be sent or
received anytime, anywhere.
ERC20 provides different functions for the token benefits under
Ethereum. These are basically defined as prime functions in which
all tokens or how users access data are passed. This specific token
will function under the Ethereum ecosystem. It offers compatibility
between many tokens based on Ethereum.
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Features Of Ethiron
• Decentralized
Ethiron operates eﬃciently to avoid the need for a central authority.
However, you can verify transactions or smart contracts. Verify
transactions in a decentralized way.
• Safe
As long as it is fair compared with other networks, the network is safe.
Although the security model is cleverly designed, it can avoid loopholes
in the transaction network.
• Smart contract
It defines as the lines of code that work on the exchange of representative
values- property, information, or voting rights. Once it is uploaded on the
blockchain, the transactions are not modified. Ethiron makes marketing
strategies and creates digital assets in issuances.
• Dapps
Dapps are programs and tools based on smart contracts on the
Ethereum network. It has potential use cases in other areas of supply
chain management, asset management, and financial services.
• Solidity
It is one of the prime languages of Ethereum. It writes smart contracts,
Dapps, and IoT devices based on ethereum technology.
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Ethiron P2P
How does Ethiron p2p Works?
Ethiron P2P is a next-generation system that has ease the process
of crypto transactions. Users find Ethiron the best interface
for frequent trading needs. Furthermore, it designs in a way to
matches order completion requirements in a short time.
•
•
•

Auto-match with seller
It directly pays to the seller’s bank account
Both buyers and sellers make transactions respectively.

Ethiron Is Based On what? And Its D-apps
Ethiron token is based on the Ethereum ecosystem as we tell you
before. Most important, it’s a safe and secure cryptocurrency to
make investments and savings.

D-apps for ETHIRON
Every DApp has its uniqueness to assure the best experience for
all users. DApps (Decentralized Applications) has been optimized
and used as a part of the marketplace. The list of DApps is
growing but two’s of the most trusted DApps are- Metamask or
Trustwallet.
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Metamask
Metamask equips with a secure token wallet and exchange. It has
everything you want to manage the digital assets. Metamask delivers a
fast integrated platform to connect to blockchain-based applications. In
the new era of decentralization, you can get 24/7 control.

Trustwallet
This is a secure and most trusted crypto-wallet. It can be used to interact
with any kind of decentralized application. Besides, this tool offers a
seamless experience between the user and decentralized applications.
It has an integrated interface that is mobile-optimized, so you can enjoy
crypto-trading in a few clicks. Get easy access to cryptocurrencies and
more•
•
•
•

Buy ETHIRON in a few minutes.
You are one click away to exchange crypto.
Price and chart tracking under one roof.
Keep crypto safe from hackers.
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Use Of Ethiron
It is worth mentioning that over time, cryptocurrencies have
become more and more popular. So it replaced tangible cash
somewhere or became a new acceptance all over the world. Most
importantly, Ethiron is used in different ways, such as investment,
exchange, or payment.

Investment
Cryptocurrencies, especially, Ethiron is one of the worthwhile
investment options. The value appreciation of a token is dynamic
or unbeatable. However, individuals take it as an investment
option.

Exchange
Ethiron tokens are used for transactions with other
cryptocurrencies. Soon, it will become the largest holder token
in the crypto world. Therefore, it is used as an exchange to buy
anything in a short period.

As a mode of transaction
Conceptually, Ethiron as a transaction method has greater value
for all merchants. Therefore, many merchants accept Ethiron
such as jewelers, restaurants, and international ﬂights. It will be
accepted as a viable payment method.
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Token Allocation
The primary piece of information related to ethiron
token sale is available in this document. While our token
sale marketing efforts, the information contained in this
document. This document does not mention any kind
of information for investment. There are no rules and
regulations of any product designated to save investors.
Therefore, it is not an offer to buy the form of security.
The document has forward-looking information including
events or results related to ethiron trading. The token is
available to all residents and citizens.

Supply Of Ethiron
Here’s what is the actual supply of EthironDirect Income - 20%
Level Income - 15.75%
Reward - 6%
Promotion - 4%
Trading - 54.25%
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ETH
ETHIRON
ROAD MAP

2020
Analysis of design and project
execution.
2020
A search for creating a crypto
token named ETH- IRON.

2021
The Beta version of the platform is launched.

Q1 2021
Team building and take necessary
steps in the development of the
ETH- IRON.

2021
The Final version of the eth iron
token is built in.
Q1 2021
We had a meeting with many
professional investors to create
the best crypto token.

Q2 2021
The public transaction starts.

Q3 2021
Finally, the white paper is
done.
Q4 2021
Exchange listing of ETHIRON token.
2022
New projects are coming.

ETHIRON
Ethiron delivered on its promise to build a new
decentralized crypto world. Therefore, we will take
you to the era of tokenization. The Ethiron team
can help you invest in virtual tokens. We provide
reliable tokens to fill your pockets with money.

Contact Info
support@ethiron.io
info@ethiron.io

